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1761.10 Measurement of the Gamow-Teller Strength Function for 1/oYb-> 176Lu for
a Solar Neutrino Detector
by A.Garcia0, M.Bhattacharya0, C.D.Goodman2> A.K.Konives0 M.Palarczyk3', J.Rapaport3' C.Hautala3',
B.D.Anderson0, R.S.Raghavan5>, P.Zupranski, I.J.Van Heerden5)

A low-threshold, real-time, flavour specific
scheme for detecting solar neutrinos based on GT
transitions from 176Yb —• 176Lu has been proposed. We
have measured for 176Yb(p,n)176Lu with 160MeV and
120 MeV protons and used the energy dependence
method to normalize the spectra to B(GT). The data
show that there is an isolated concentration of GT
strength in the low-lying 1+ states making this
proposed detector sensitive to 7Be neutrinos and
indicates that for l76Yb is a promising detector to help
resolve the solar neutrino problem. The level scheme
of l76Yb indicates that there are two 1+ levels, not
resolved in (p,n) but resolved in a complementary

(3He,t) experiment at Osaka, in the region of this
concentrated GT strength. The lowest state is sensitive
to all solar neutrino sources including (pp) neutrinos
while the next excited state is sensitive to all but (pp)
neutrinos.
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1.11 Exclusive Measurement of the Excitation of the Roper Resonance N* (1440 MeV)
in Inelastic Scattering of Alpha Particles at Ta = 4.2 GeV
by W.Augustyniak and P.Zupranski for the SPESIV-rc collaboration*1

Decay properties of the Roper resonance N*
(1440 MeV) excited in inelastic scattering of alpha
particles have been measured at the French National
Laboratory SATURNE by SPESIV-JI Collaboration.
Beam of ot-particles accelerated to an energy of
4.2 GeV by the SATURNE-MIMAS (accelerator -
Storage ring) system impinged on a liquid hydrogen
target. The cc-particles inelastically scattered at 9 =
0.8° were measured in a magnetic spectrometer
SPESIV of a resolution of dp/p = 0.04%. To cover the
region of the Roper resonance excitation four settings
of the spectrometer corresponding to nominal
momenta of a particles of 6.70, 6.50, 6.30 and 6.12
GeV/c were used.
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Fig. 1 Graphs for target and projectile excitation contributing to
inelastic a+p->a'+x scattering.

Alpha particle of a given energy detected in the
spectrometer may have come either from the N"
excitation on the proton target or from an excitation of
one nucleon in the incident alpha particle to A
resonance with a subsequent decay to the a ground
state (Fig. 1). Decay kinematics is different for those
two processes and exclusive measurement
discriminates against one another. Energies and
emission angles of the resonance decay products
(pions, protons) were measured in SPESIV-rc
assembly.
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Fig. 2 Energy loss spectrum.

The assembly consisted of an analysing magnet of
a maximum field strength of IT and a detection
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